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Abstract 

 This paper presents a novel satellite attitude control device, Three Dimensional Reaction Wheel (3DRW). 
3DRW consists of a spherical rigid metal which can rotate around arbitrary axes by magnetic levitation. 3DRW 
is 3-DOF device with only one reaction mass so that it would be possible to drastically reduce the weight and 
volume compared to the conventional attitude control system. Furthermore, this device does not have the 
mechanical contact as bearings, so longer operational lifetime can be expected. This is also quite significant 
for future applications. In this study the concept of 3DRW is introduced and then, dynamics of the rotational 
mass in a magnetic field is formulated and simulated numerically. Experiments of magnetic levitation and 
rotation are also conducted and the feasibility of this device was examined and demonstrated. Although in 
these experiments one axis rotation was investigated by applying four magnets, 3-DOF rotation will be easily 
obtained by adding  a pair of magnets perpendicular to the four magnets. The disturbance torque was 
generated by DC magnetic field for levitation against the gravity as expected. In space application such 
magnetic field for levitation will be negligible to control the position of the ball, therefore, this disturbance 
will be also able to be ignored. In recent years small satellites, lighter than 50kg, are very popular to be 
developed, this device will be promising in reducing the weight and the volume. The precise attitude control 
for such small satellites with single wheel will be available by introducing active 3-axis control of 3DRW. This 
enables for those satellites to have more sophiscated missions and longer life on orbit. 
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1. Introduction 
 
    Lately small satellites, weigh less than 50kgs, are in the 
spotlight. In such small satellites mass and volume allocated 
to attitude control subsystem are very limited, therefore, it 
would be very difficult to satisfy the sophiscated mission 
requirements. For fine attitude control, it is inevitable to have 
the active three axes stabilized control, in which usually at 
least three reaction wheels must be arranged for three axes. 
Moreover we have to consider the reliability requirement, 
which leads to the redundancy of the wheels, for instance, 4 
skewed wheels configuration. Another issue for the reaction 
wheel is its operational lifetime. Mechanical contact 
necessarily leads to the failure on orbit. 
   3DRW achieves three axes attitude control by just one 
component. Consequently, it is possible to drastically reduce 
the mass and volume. Longer lifetime can be expected 
because of no mechanical contact while rotational operation. 

A conceptual diagram is shown in Fig.1. 
A rigid ball is positioned at center of the device and 

electrical magnets are arranged around the rigid ball. The ball 
is conductive metal and controlled in a constant position by 
the magnetic levitation without mechanical contact.        

In this paper the feasibility of 3DRW are investigated by 
both experiments and simulations using analytical model. 
First our experimental setup will be introduced. This setup 
can simulate the actual operational condition of the rigid ball 
which is levitated and rotating. Some experimental results 
will be shown in the later section. 

Analytical model of the torque induced by eddy current 
is introduced for simulations. 
 

 
Fig.1 Conceptual diagram of 3DRW 
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2. Rotation Mechanism of 3DRW 
 
    Fig.2 illustrates how the ball reacts as 3DRW.  

Suppose a magnetic field is rotating around the rigid ball, 
and then, an eddy current is generated on the surface of the 
ball. Due to the interference between this magnetic field and 
eddy current, the Lorentz force is activated, which in turn 
becomes the rotational torque affected on the ball. The 
rotational magnetic field can be generated about arbitrary 
axes. This means the rigid ball can be rotated about arbitrary 
axes.                                     
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generated
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Fig.2 Schematic diagram of rotation mechanism 
 

3. Experimental Apparatus and Method 
 

Experiments were conducted to investigate the basic 
dynamic response of a levitated ball. An overview of 
experimental setup is shown in Fig.3. It consists of three  
elements, which are position control system, rotation 
system and measurement system. The position control 
system counteracts the effect of gravity on the rigid ball. 
The rotation system generates the magnetic field 
electrically and has no mechanically moving parts. The 
angular velocity of the rigid ball is measured by a laser 
noncontact tachometer. 

 
Fig.3 Overview of experimental apparatus 

3.1 Position control system 
 

The position control system by an electrical magnet is 
used to maintain the position of the ball stably at the fixed 
position and distance from its surrounding walls. For 
experiments under the earth gravity environment, it also 
helps to cancel the effect of gravity on the ball. A schematic 
diagram of the position control system is illustrated in Fig.4.  

An electrical magnet is installed over the rigid ball and a 
position sensor is placed on the side of the ball. The magnet 
and the sensor are connected to a computer through an analog 
to digital converter. 

The rigid ball is controlled to keep the constant position 
by a PID controller which is implemented in the computer. 
The position sensor consists of LED and photodiode as 
shown in the figure.  

 
Fig.4 Schematic diagram of position control system 
 

3.2 Rotation system 
 

The rotation system generates the rotating magnetic 
field. A schematic diagram of this system is illustrated in 
Fig.5. Four electrical magnets are positioned around the rigid 
ball. AC current, generated by a signal generator and 
amplified by a power amplifier, is applied to the magnets. To 
simulates the rotating magnetic field，AC currents with phase 
difference of π/2 between adjacent magnets were applied. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5 Schematic diagram of rotation system 
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3.3 Measurement system 

 
  A laser noncontact tachometer was used to measure the 

angular velocity of the ball. Fig.6 shows a schematic diagram 
of this measurement system.  
  A laser reflector is attached to the rigid ball, so that the 
laser noncontact tachometer can easily detect the pulse per 
each revolution. Its output signal is amplified by operational 
amplifier circuit and then logged. 

 
Fig.6 Schematic diagram of measurement system 

 
3.4 Parameters for experiments 

 
Table 1 shows the parameters for experiments. The 

amplitude of the signal is the maximum voltage of input 
signals for power amplifier generated by the signal generator. 
Frequency of the rotational magnetic field is the frequency of 
the signal generated by the signal generator, so this frequency 
is the same as the frequency of the rotational magnetic field 
which rotates around the ball. Average magnetic field 
intensity measured by a gaussmeter indicates average 
intensity of the rotation magnetic field on the rigid ball 
surface. 

Three cases of experiments were conducted. To observe 
effects of the field intensity and the frequency of the 
rotational magnetic field, the amplitude of signal and the 
frequency of the rotational magnetic field were varied.  

 
4. Results of Experiments 

                                
 A photograph of the experimental apparatus is shown in 

Fig.7. 

Table 1  Parameters of Experiments for 3 cases 
  Case            1         2        3 
 Amplitude of 
 Signal [V]        2.5        2.5       2 

 
 Frequency of 
 rotational 
 magnetic         350       300      350 
 field  [Hz] 

 
 Average  
 magnetic 
 Field intensity      20        18       12 
       [B]  

Electrical 
Power [W]        30        29       27 
 

 
Figs.8-10 give the time histories of the rigid ball angular  

velocity. These charts indicate that the frequency of the 
rotational magnetic field and the intensity of the magnetic 
field have some parametric relations with respect to the 
velocity of the ball. 

Fig.11 indicates effects of variation in the frequencyof 
the rotational magnetic field. As shown in this figure, larger 
the frequency becomes, faster the angular velocity becomes. 

Through these experiments it is found that the angular 
velocity of the rigid ball can be varied by either the frequency 
of the rotational magnetic field or its intensity. Like 
conventional reaction wheels the velocity can be controlled 
in two ways.  

 

 
Fig.7 Photograph of experimental apparatus 
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Fig.8 Result of experiment for Case 1 in Table1 

 

 

Fig.9 Result of experiment for Case 2 in Table 1 
 

 

Fig.10 Result of experiment for Case 3 in Table 1 
 

 
 

5. Analytical Model 
 

In order to realize the torque and the rotational magnetic 
field, analytical models are developed2,3). Based on this 
model, numerical simulations were also conducted. 

 
5.1 Torque generated by the rotational magnetic field 
 

Fig.12 shows the definition of the parameters used for 
analytical formulation. The rigid ball has electrical 
conductivity and it rotates in uniform magnetic field. ω  is 
the angular velocity of the ball about z-axis and B is the 
intensity of uniform magnetic field. 

     Fig.12 Analytical model of the rigid ball 
 
Here we consider a small element on the surface of the 

ball. r is a vector from center of the ball to the element, and 
φ is elevation angle of vector r from x-y plane. θ  is 
azimuth angle from x-axis. 

Voltage induced by the magnetic field in the element is 
described as follows: 

φφθω dBrdV 22 coscos)( =⋅×= lBv       (1) 

where l  is a characteristic length of the element and v is 
the velocity vector of the element. We assume that electric 
current flows in the z±  direction along the surface of the 
ball. Resistance of this element is given by 

θσδ
φ

θφσδ
φ

σ d
d

rd
rd

S
ldR ===

cos
)sin(

           (2) 

where σ  is the conductivity constant and S is the area of 
current electricity path in the element. And  δ  is effective 
volume of the element. From the equation (1) and (2), the 
electric current in z direction can be described as below: 

θφθδωσ dBr
dR
dVi 22 coscos==             (3) 

According to the Flemming’s left-hand law, Lorentz 
force is induced on the element by the interaction between 

Fig.11 Maximum angular velocity in each frequency 
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the current and the magnetic field as follows;              

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡
−=×⋅−=

θφ
φφθφθδωσ

sinsin
cos

0
coscos)( 223 ddBrdd BilF   

(4) 

where the current is given by 

           
l
li

d
di=                             (5) 

and we assume that the torque is generated by the interaction 
between the current in only z direction and the magnetic field. 
By using eq.(4) and integrating in θ and φ directions, we 
obtain the following relationship: 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡
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3
0
0

2
242

0

2

2 π
δωσφθ

ππ

π
BrdddFrT       (6) 

From equation (5) the toruque around z axis is given as the 
following equation: 

δωσπ 242

8
3 BrT −= .                     (7) 

The above indicates that the torque will be generated in 
reverse direction of the rotation. 

In the 3DRW the magnetic field is rotating as shown in 
Fig.13. Thus the ball rotates in the reverse direction of the 
rotating magnetic field. Therefore the rigid ball rotates in the  
same direction as the rotating magnetic field. This is what 
was observed in the experiments.  

By adding the relative rotation between the magnetic 
field and the ball to the equation (7), we obtain the following 
equation: 

δωσπ 242 )(
8
3 BrT −Ω=                (8) 

where Ω is the angular velocity of the rotation magnetic 
field. Equation (8) was used in our simulations. 

 

5.2 Torque generated by magnet for levitation 
 

In the experiment the position control system helps to 
cancel the effect of gravity on the ball. In this case 
disturbance torque will be induced by the magnetic field to 
use levitation. The magnetic field to use it is illustrated in 
Fig.14. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.14  Magnetic Field by Magnet for Levitation 
 

In the similar way as the previous section, the voltage in 
the element is given as below: 

φφφω dBrdV sincos)( 2−=⋅×= lBv .       (9) 

Then resistance can be also described as the following: 

 
θσδ

φ
σ d

d
S
ldR −==  .                  (10) 

The current will be given by the following: 

θφφσδω dBr
dR
dVdi sincos2==                (11)        

Here let us assume that the current flows toward the center of 
the ball along the surface and the torque in the 
circumferential direction will be generated. Lorentz force is 
expressed as follows: 

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡−
−=×=

0
cos
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sincos)( 223 θ
θ

φθφφσδω ddBrld BiF
.     (12) 

The torque which is applied to the each small element  
is given by 

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
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⎡
−
−

−=×
φ

θφ
θφ
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r
r
r
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Then the torque around z axis will be given in the following 
manner: 

Fig.13 Relative rotation between ball and magnetic field
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φφφδσωπ
π

π
dBrT )sincos2( 222/

2/

24∫− −=  

    δωσπ 242

4
1 Br−=                          (14) 

From equation (14) the torque induced by the magnetic field 
for the levitation interferes with the rotation of the ball. 
 

5.3 Equation of motion for rigid Ball  
           

The rigid ball equation of motion is given by  

δωσπεδωσπεω 242242

4
1)(

8
3 BrBr

dt
dI lr −−Ω=     (15) 

where I is the moment of inertia of the ball, ω  is the 
angular velocity about z-axis, and rε and lε are coefficients. 
The former is how the magnetic energy of the rotational 
magnetic field will be lost and the latter is how the magnetic 
energy for the levitation induces the disturbance torque. 
These coefficients are determined as 11=rε % and 

30=lε % by considering the distance from each magnet to 
the ball and the area affected by each magnet. About the air 
drag we assumed that it would be much smaller than the 
torque induced by the magnetic fields. Therefore we 
neglected it in our simulations. Simulations were carried by 
the Runge-Kutta method. 

 
6. Simulation Results 
 

Comparisons of the simulation and the experiment are 
shown in Figs.15, 16 and 17, in which both the simulation 
results and the experimental results of the dyanimc response 
are plotted. Figs.15, 16 and 17 correspond to the cases 1, 2 
and 3 in Table 1, respectively. 

From those figures fairly good agreement is observed 
between simulations and experiments. It ahould be noted that 
each time constant of the transient response in simulations 
are smaller than that of experiments. 

In this respect the effect of the air drag and moreover the 
temperature dependency of the magnet due to heating by the 
current may have to be taken into account. 

 
Fig.15 Comparison of simulation and experiment 

        for Case 1 in Table 1 

 

Fig.16 Comparison of simulation and experiment   
for Case 2 in Table1 

 

Fig.17 Comparison of simulation and experiment  
for case 3 in Table 1 

 
7. Comparison of Weight with Conventional Reaction 

Wheel 
 
   An great advantage of the 3DRW will be the weight 
reduction compared to the conventional reaction wheel. 
   In this section we roughly estimate the weight and based 
on this we obtain an idea about the weight reduction. Further, 
we refer to the volume and electrical power. 
   Let us assume both of the 3DRW and the conventional 
reaction wfeel have the same angular momentum H : 

        DRWDRWrH 3
5

315
8 ωπρ=                (16) 

        CRWCRWraH ωρπ 5
2
1=                 (17) 

where ρ  is the density of those wheels and assumed same 

between 3DRW and CRW(Conventional Reaction Wheel). 
Aspect ratio of CRW’s cylindrical wheel, between the height 
of the wheel and its radius, is given by a symbol a . 
Furtheremore, for simplicity we assume the angular velocity 
ω of the wheel is same between two wheels. Then, by 
equating the right hand sides of equations (16) and (17), the 
following relationship is obtained: 
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     53
16
15 a

r
r

CRW

DRW =                       (18) 

where DRWr3  and CRWr  represent radii of 3DRW and CRW, 

respectively. Baes on this preparation the relationship of the 
weight between 3DRW and CRW is available as below: 

            ρπ 3
33 3

4
DRWDRW rW =                 (19) 

            ρπ 3
CRWCRW raW =                   (20) 

therefore, from equations (18)-(20), we have 

      ( ) CRWDRW Wa
a

W ⋅⋅= 353 16
151

3
4 .             (21) 

This relation depends upon the aspect ratio of conventional 
cylindrical reaction wheel. In this respect we can define it to 
be about 0.73) , then, simple relation is given: 

      CRWDRW WW 5.13 ≅ .                        (22) 

      If we consider the basic configuration of the attitude 
control system for the three axis stabilized satellite, three 
wheels are required for the conventional system. On the other 
hand just one wheel is installed and enough for three axis 
stabilization. In this case the weight of the 3DRW system is a 
half of the conventional system from (22). Even if  a 
redundant system is requested, we can compare two 3DRW 
system with 4 skewed conventional wheels system. In this 
case 25% reduction is still available. However, skewed 
wheels system is somewhat degraded from the redundancy 
point of view. 
    The volume of the conventional reaction wheel and 
3DRW are given as follows: 
       )( 3arrCV CRWCRWCRW π=                    (23) 

       )
3
4( 3

333 DRWDRWDRW rCV π=                 (24) 

where CRWC  and DRWC3  are packaging coefficients and 

we assume 0.1=CRWC  and 2.13 =DRWC .. DRWC3  is 

larger because electromagnets must be equipped aroud the 
spherical rotor. Then we obtain the following relationship 
using the equation (18). 

   
3

3
3

3
3

3
33

3
8.4

3
4

2.1
CRW

DRW

DRW

DRW

CRW

DRW

r
r

ar
r

V
V

×=×=
π

 

         8.1)
16
15(

1.2
8.4 35 ≅×= a               (25) 

So if we compare two 3DRW with four conventional wheels, 
the volume of 3DRW system will be smaller than that of the 
conventional reaction wheel system by 10%. 
     As for electrical power consumption, conventional 

reaction wheel has the performance is about WNm /0005.0

～ WNm /0015.0 . With respect to 3DRW the power assumed 

in this stduy is 5 Watts for Nm001.0 , therefore, 
0.0002Nm/W. This efficiency must be improved for the 
practical application. 

       
8. Conclusion 
 

In this paper the novel attitude control device, 3DRW, 
was introduced. And its feasibility was investigated from 
both experimental and theoretical aspects. 

Through the experiments we obtained the basic dynamic 
response of the rigid ball. Its behavior is dominated by the 
intensity and the frequency of the rotating magnetic field.   

The analytical model for the torque and the rotational 
magnetic field was established. Using this model, numerical 
simulations were carried out and the fairly good agreement 
with the experimental results was observed. Accordingly we 
will be able to use the analytical model for the purpose of 
controlling this device.  

Based on the above results the feasibility of 3DRW 
was examined and fundamental properties were identified.  

Although there still remain issues to be overccome in the 
experiments, such as  

-improvement of efficiency in power consumption 
-elimination of disturbance torque 
-realization of three dimensional rotation, 

this device will be suitable for space application as follows. 
    The 3DRW has the smallest moment of inertia for its 
weight and then generates small angular momentum. 
However, a remarkable advantage of the 3DRW is that the 
system will be lightweight and can control 3-DOF angular 
momentum by only one rotational mass. This means the 
3DRW is proper for the smaller active three axis stabilized 
sattelite in which the resources, such as weight and volume, 
are strictly limited compared with large sattelites. 
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